This study was conducted with the objective of finding the perceivable effect of figures and backgrounds on residential streetscapes and their connections in visual complexity. The visual complexity depends on the extent of information a viewer can observe from a visible area. The information includes a number of visual elements along the streetscapes and their diversity and interconnections. The aim of this research was to analyze the structural hierarchical visual complexity of the streetscapes, caused by varied spatial arrangement and numerous spatial connections of the perceivable visual elements. The visual elements of 60 residential streetscapes were classified into figures and backgrounds using human perception of 20 subjects. The identified figures and backgrounds were arranged in a taxonomic diagram representing their connections. These taxonomic diagrams reflect the structural hierarchical visual complexity. Finally, taxonomic entropy was applied to statistically analyze the structural hierarchical visual complexity. When the taxonomic diagram is vertically and horizontally lengthy and the arrangement of the elements of taxonomic diagram is irregular, the complexity increases depicting a large number of figures whose spatial connections impart a high visual complexity to the streetscapes.
Introduction
Streets are important elements of a city, and residential streetscapes especially are important places to perceive and appreciate the quality of life of the residents. A street is a narrow and linear urban space lined by buildings, used for movement and other activities. The street, frontage of residential buildings along the street such as commercial sign boards, skyline, street pavement, lighting, vegetation, are all important parts of a street's visual elements. These visual elements show a hierarchical order of connections and they are cumulatively responsible for the chaotic nature of the streetscapes. This chaotic nature of streetscapes has been measured using two definitions: visual diversity and visual complexity. Visual diversity explains the variety aspect of visual elements while visual complexity explains both connections and the variety aspects of visual elements. Thus, measuring visual complexity is more important than the visual diversity since it measures both variety and connections of the visual elements. This complexity is called structural hierarchical visual complexity. Although there are a number of techniques to measure visual complexity in literature such as Shannon's entropy, fractal dimension analysis, and saliency, they measure only one aspect of visual complexity, which is variety. Therefore, these available methods do not represent the actual visual complexity on landscapes. Detailed explanations about available methods are given in a separate section in this paper. Due to this reason, the introduction of a method to measure structural hierarchical visual complexity representing both aspects of visual complexity is a timely requirement. In this research an attempt was undertaken to create a method to give a numerical value to visual complexity considering both the variety and connection aspect of visual complexity in a hierarchical manner. Thus, the objective of this study is to develop an objective analysis method which represents both variety and the connections aspects of visual complexity on streetscapes. Since the forward and backward streetscape 2 Urban Studies Research views were analyzed for structural hierarchical visual complexity, a comparison of the forward and backward analysis results was undertaken as a specific objective to identify any difference between forward and backward structural hierarchical visual complexities. The hypothesis of this study is that when the spatial arrangement (variety) and the invisible connections (dependency) of the figures and backgrounds along streetscape become complex, the perceivable visual extent increases thus intensifying the structural hierarchical visual complexity. Therefore, structural hierarchical visual complexity can be measured by analyzing the taxonomic diagrams which represent the variety and dependency of perceivable visual elements along streetscapes. A detailed explanation about taxonomic diagrams is given in a separate section in this paper. To draw and analyze the taxonomic diagrams, two approaches were applied: Gestalt theory [1, 2] of visual perception and the taxonomic entropy [3] . The use of these techniques is explained in detail under separate sections.
Visual Complexity
Visual complexity is traditionally defined as the level of features contained within a place or an image. In environmental psychology, complexity is related to the involvement component, which translates into enquiring "how much there is to see in a visual array?," and to the concept of affordance that refers to what a perceived scene has to offer as far as the perceiver is concerned [4] . Complexity is broadly of four categories: (i) structural complexity, based on spatial dimensions of objects; (ii) functional complexity, based on temporal dimension of objects; (iii) structural hierarchical complexity, based on spatial scale of the objects, and (iv) functional hierarchical complexity, based on temporal scale of the objects [5, 6] . Reference [7] contends that the complexity of a pattern increases with increasing number of independently selected elements it contains. Thus, complexity can be defined in many ways, and measuring complexity is important for the identity of a landscape and for maintaining appropriate complexity among visual elements to ensure proper balance between nature and the manmade landscapes.
In this study, structural hierarchical visual complexity is the main concern and it can be defined as the amount of information a perceiver could perceive from the visibility area of a streetscape. Information includes number of visual elements, diversity, and the invisible connections among them to sense a complexity to the perceiver. Density, pedestrian friendly design, and diversity of a streetscape are included in the structural hierarchical visual complexity. It represents the invisible structure associated with visual elements on landscapes.
Visual Complexity Analysis from Literature.
In streetscapes, the interest and preference of pedestrians are shown to be heavily dependent on the perceived complexity [8] . Specifically, pedestrians are prone to prefer streets perceived to be of high complexity. Streetscape complexity is also found to influence driving behavior and performance [6] . Therefore, proper measurement and quantification of visual complexity are beneficial for urban life. There are many methods to measure visual complexity. This chapter presents an overview of the past researches on visual complexity measurement.
Fractal dimension analysis is one popular objective analysis method to measure visual complexity. This method describes how patterns of different magnifications combine to form fractal shape [9] . Reference [9] argues that most of the "natural" world and much of the built environment in combination are inherently irregular and cannot be properly described using the concepts of only one, two, or three dimensions, Euclidean geometry. Reference [9] derived the term "fractal" from the Latin verb frangere, "to break," and the adjective fractus, meaning irregular and fragmented, and used the term to describe objects that were not necessarily just irregular but demonstrated repeating patterns when examined at increasingly smaller scales that demonstrated "scale invariance" or self-similarity. It is this appearance of self-similarity that is quantified by the concept of fractal dimension. All fractal objects have in common the notion of fractal dimension: this enables the degree of irregularity of an object or pattern to be measured and represented as a number. The fractal dimension is represented by and lies between the Euclidean dimensions of 1, 2, or 3. For example, the fractal dimension of an irregular line representing a coastline would lie between 1 and 2: it is not a simple straight line, which would have only one dimension, but it is also not a fully two-dimensional plane. The fractal dimension lies between the two and is represented as a noninteger number, whereas Euclidean dimensions are integers. Essentially, fractal dimension is a measure of how well a particular object fills the space in which it is drawn. When the complexity and richness of the repetitive structure increase, its fractal dimension value moves closer to two [9] . Thus, the value of fractal dimension changes with varying complexity. However, fractal dimension measures only one aspect of visual complexity, that is, variety. There is no indication on the invisible connections among the visual elements and the complexity occurring due to the invisible structure of visual elements of landscapes in this analysis method. Therefore, fractal dimensions do not represent the structural hierarchical visual complexity which is the main focus of this study.
Another objective way of measuring complexity is using spatial frequency. In this method, the amplitude of highfrequency components were used for recognizing complex objects [10] . Similarly, specific relationships among frequency components in the phase spectrum are crucial for visual recognition of complex scenes [11] . Based on the characteristics of spatial frequency, [12] derives a complexity measure defined as the product between the effective image area and median frequency of the Fourier spectrum. Reference [13] uses the components of this measure to analyze the complexity in landscapes. This method also addressed only one aspect of complexity, which is variety. In this method, the spatial frequency which comes from different types of objects was analyzed to identify the visual complexity and it has no measurement for the other important aspect (connection) of visual complexity.
It has also been shown that the presence of image edges is related to visual complexity. This inspired a simple and efficient measure known as perimeter detection [14] . This objective measurement consists in counting the number of pixels that form image edges. This procedure can be easily applied to real-world scenes by using edge-detection algorithms [14] . This method does not take into account the connections aspect of visual complexity.
Reference [3] proposes an objective framework, called feature congestion, to measure visual clutter, an attribute closely related to complexity. Within this framework, several image characteristics, such as contrast, color, and orientation, are combined into vector space. Clutter is then determined by the covariance of the space, calculated at each location of the image. This method also addresses only the variety aspect of visual complexity.
Another method of measuring visual complexity is according to the definition of information theory [15] . An example of information-based measure is the size in bytes of the digital image file, created according to coding standards, such as JPEG and TIFF. Theoretically, the file size should increase as the amount of information increases [16] .
Some researchers applied statistical approaches, such as Shannon's entropy, to measure visual complexity [3] while reference [17] used a manual approach to segment meaningful elements of street houses such as windows, doorways, and overall volumes of facades. Complexity was then measured, based on the number and variety of those elements. Reference [18] used a manual technique to segment street skylines and then fractal dimension to assess the complexity of the skylines. These methods also deal with only the variety aspect of visual complexity.
Thus, the visual complexity analysis methods which were found in the past literature addressed only the variety aspect of complexity and it is called structural complexity. Structural complexity is more similar with the diversity measurement.
The Research Strategy.
As stated above, there are many methods in literature to measure visual complexity; some of them are statistical approaches and some are manual approaches. Most of them measure complexity, based on the number or the appearance of the visual elements which is the variety aspect of visual complexity and it is called structural visual complexity. It is similar to the visual diversity. The method proposed here is different from the existing ones in two ways: first, this study measures structural hierarchical visual complexity, not the simple structural visual complexity, which was a measure, most researchers used; second, in measuring the structural hierarchical visual complexity, two technique, namely, Gestalt figure and background concept [1, 2] and the taxonomic entropy [3] , were applied. The spatial arrangement and the spatial connections of visual elements along the streetscape are responsible for the structural hierarchical visual complexity. Thus, it addressed both essential aspects of visual complexity and explains the real visual complexity of streetscapes than just simple structural complexity. Visual elements could be classified into figures and backgrounds, based on the Gestalt theory. One visual element may contain more than one figure or background. Using cues of differentiating figures and backgrounds such as size, shape, orientation, color, and distance, the perceivable figures and backgrounds in main visual elements can be identified. The invisible sequence of arrangement of these figures and backgrounds and their invisible mutual connections can be visualized through taxonomic diagrams. The taxonomic diagrams represent the structural hierarchical visual complexity. This is a novel approach for measuring visual complexity. When the spatial arrangement and the spatial connections of the figures and backgrounds along streetscape become complex, the visual complexity increases; therefore, visual complexity can be measured by analyzing the taxonomic diagrams of figures and backgrounds. For this analysis, taxonomic entropy was applied. Thus, for this research an attempt was made to introduce a method for measuring structural hierarchical visual complexity by using Gestalt's explanation on the figure and background and the taxonomic entropy.
The Concept of Figure and
Background. Elements are perceived either as figures (distinct elements of focus) or as background (the background or landscape on which the figures rest). It is a type of perceptual grouping, which is vital to recognizing objects through vision [19] . Identifying an element, as a figure or as a background, is based on many factors of probabilistic nature; they are the size, shape, movement, color, edge assignment, and the distance of elements. Any visual element can be grouped into figures or backgrounds. One element to which a viewer pays attention provides additional visual perception on the detail of the element and if viewer focuses it, differentiation process of figure and background may be repeated. This focusing process of visual interest can be defined as hierarchical differentiation mechanism of figure and background. When a visual element has several figures and backgrounds, they can be arranged in a hierarchical order to show the invisible connections among them. Thus, the identified figures and backgrounds could be arranged in taxonomic diagrams to display the variety and the invisible connections among them.
Materials and Methods

Study Area.
The research was conducted in the urban residential areas around the Saitama University in Japan. Figure 1 shows streetscapes in the study area.
For the research, 60 urban residential streetscapes were selected from the vicinity of the Saitama University. Each streetscape was around 200 m in length. The streetscapes were selected from the urbanization controlled areas, medium urbanized areas, and highly urbanized areas according to the information obtained from Japanese land use classification maps. The selected streetscapes had approximately similar plot sizes. Twenty streetscapes each from urbanization controlled areas, highly urbanized areas, and medium urbanized areas were selected for further analysis. All streetscapes were selected from the residential areas. Majority of residential buildings were two-story buildings. Occasionally single story and three-, or more, story buildings were located along the streetscapes. Retail shops, laundries, and small scale business places could be observed in some streetscapes as 2 m a l e s a n d 1 f e m a l e 2 5 -3 0 P a k i s t a n 3 2 f e m a l e s a n d 1 m a l e 2 5 -3 0 N e p a l 2 1 male and 1 female 25-30 Bangladesh 2 2 females 25-30 Myanmar well. Vending machines were located on either side of street frequently.
Analysis of Perspective Views.
The perspective views of the selected streetscapes were analyzed with the help of 20 subjects of different nationalities from the Saitama University. All the subjects were students at Saitama University either doctoral degree students and masters students. None of them were selected from the urban study stream. Table 1 displays the information about the subjects who participated in the survey.
The residential streetscapes were presented as photographs taken from five viewpoints and shown on computer screens to the subjects. The author personally stayed with each subject until they completed the survey to help them when there were any unclear situations. The views were displayed individually to each subject and approximately three hours was required to complete the survey with each subject. Each subject was asked to select one to five major visual elements from each viewpoint in the first round. Those are the first eye-catching elements from each viewpoint. Then, each main visual element was further classified into subfigures and subbackgrounds by each subject to identify the sequential vision of the subelements of the main visual element. This procedure was undertaken to identify the most eye catching main visual elements and their subelements which are responsible for the structural hierarchical visual complexity of a main visual element. This is essential to create the taxonomic diagrams showing variety and the invisible connections among figures and backgrounds of main visual elements to measure the structural hierarchical visual complexity of each viewpoint. The same procedure was undertaken for the 60 selected streetscapes.
The Data Arrangement.
The subjects identified figures and backgrounds based on the cues of perception, size, shape, color, edge assignment, and the distance of elements. Usually subjects explained about the figure elements standing against monotonous background. The detailed explanations of figures and backgrounds, given by 20 subjects, were analyzed individually, based on the knowledge of the streetscapes. A major visual element may contain more than one figure and a background. After classifying the figures and backgrounds for each major visual element of the 20 subjects, the probabilities of highlighting visual elements as figures or backgrounds were calculated. Usually, the subjects explained about the figure element, since they are the eye-catching elements in the view. Therefore, the probability of mentioning an object as a figure was considered to identify the figures and backgrounds in the view. If the probability of an element being classified as a figure was higher than 75%, then that visual element was classified as a figure element, and if it is less than 75%, then the element was classified as a background element. With the help of probability values, the figures and the backgrounds were classified and arranged as taxonomic diagrams for statistical analysis. A sample of the taxonomic diagram of figures and backgrounds, created for a major visual element, is given in Figure 2 . Labels with red letters are figures and those with black letters are the corresponding backgrounds.
Data Analysis.
The data was analyzed to determine the structural hierarchical visual complexity of each residential streetscape. For this analysis, taxonomic entropy [20] was applied.
Taxonomic indices are introduced by ecologists by incorporating information about the degree of ecological similarity among species in a community [20] . A community composed of species that are distantly related taxonomically or have diverse ecological roles and characteristics is intuitively more diverse than a community composed of similar or near-similar species. Therefore valuable indices of diversity should account for differences related to functional type or morphology, taxonomic relatedness amongst species, or genetic distances, because ecological differences between taxa are believed to be reflected in each of them [11] . Because taxonomic relatedness is most commonly used to determine the dissimilarity or distance between species, these indices of diversity are generally referred to as taxonomic diversity indices [21] .
The concept applied for this research is similar to the taxonomic relatedness concept. If a main visual element has many subvisual elements (variety) with connections (dependency), then the structural hierarchical visual complexity of the main visual element becomes high. This similarity can be further explained using an example.
Example. Visualize a pond consisting of different types of fish species, each taxonomically different from the other. The biodiversity of the pond is measured by using the taxonomic diagram of these fish species. Similarly, a house in a streetscape is a pool of subvisual elements with invisible connections. The structural hierarchical visual complexity of the house can be measured by using the taxonomic diagram of the variety and the dependency. By way of further elaboration, the taxonomic diagrams of these two examples are given in Figures 3 and 4 .
The taxonomic diversity is calculated by using the probability of different types of species and the total distance between the species and their great grandmother. Hence, for diversity calculation, only the probabilities and the distances were applied. Other information is immaterial for the calculation.
Similarly, for structural hierarchical visual complexity analysis by using taxonomic diagrams, the probabilities of each type of branches in the taxonomic diagram and the total distance from the end figure to the main visual element were taken into account. In biodiversity assessment, the probability of the species is taken into account, and, in structural hierarchical visual complexity analysis, the probability of each type of branch is taken into account. Besides, in visual complexity analysis, the same end visual elements will not reappear as probabilities as in biodiversity assessment and the biodiversity concept solely does not apply to visual complexity analysis. Therefore, different types of branches were considered as one indicator of the structural hierarchical visual complexity.
The taxonomic entropy index was selected for the data analysis of the study:
where is taxonomic entropy, the probability of th species, and the taxonomic distinctness of th species. For this research, the original equation was slightly modified to match the objective of present research. Figure 5 shows the measurement taken from the streetscape taxonomic diagrams for index calculation. In streetscape taxonomic diagrams two features are available, figures which are similar to the species in biodiversity, and the backgrounds, which are similar to the habitat in biodiversity. Since figures are the most important contributor for the streetscape visual complexity, they were selected for the taxonomic entropy calculation of the streetscape.
Taxonomic diagram has different types of branches, such as two-level and three-level branches. The complexity of taxonomic diagram varies, depending on the number and length of the branches. The number and length of branches differ based on the number of visual elements explained by the subjects; accordingly, the complexity was computed using the number of branches and their total length:
where refers to the probability of th branch and to its total length. For length calculation, value 10 was given to the length between two levels to avoid errors in applying logarithmic values in the equation. Thus, the total length of a branch with two levels is 10 and that of a branch with three levels 20. Because the logarithmic values are nonnegative, it is not necessary to get the negative sum as explained in the original equation.
Results and Discussion
The residential streetscapes were classified into three groups, streetscapes in urbanization controlled areas, streetscapes in the highly urbanized areas, and the streetscapes in medium urbanized areas, based on the information obtained from the land use maps of Saitama city. The subjects tended to select the objects from the perspective views, based on the cues explained by Gestalt: the size, shape, color, edge assignment, and the distance of objects. Therefore, the major selections for further classification were the houses visible near the street line, the sign boards, street signs, retail shops, vending machines, property boundaries, and the decoratively cut vegetation stretches. Typically where the urbanization level is high, subjects have a choice of a number of visual elements.
Urban Studies Research
Highly urbanized residential streetscapes are normally characterized by diverse elements for human requirements; therefore, to cater to their day-to-day requirements, retail shops, vending machines and some other business places like laundries, and saloons spring up among the houses. Thus, the variation of the streetscape increases and the subjects have a choice of a variety of elements to choose. Therefore, at the analysis stage of the perspective views, the subjects selected up to five visual elements from each viewpoint along the high density streetscapes. However, from urbanization controlled streetscapes, the selections were fewer and, in some viewpoints, there were no major visual elements for further classification. Visual perception differs from person to person; therefore, a single person's perception of figures and backgrounds will not be adequate for reliable and accurate analysis. For that reason, in this study, the perceptions of 20 people were used to identify the figures and the backgrounds. The probability of identifying an object as a figure or a background by 20 persons was used in differentiating the available visual elements into figures and backgrounds.
One more important point is that the selected major visual elements in highly urbanized streetscapes can possibly be further classified into a large number of figures and backgrounds. Since highly urbanized streetscapes associate with diverse human activities, subvisual elements used in the houses and small scale business places are varied. A visual element is a pool of figures and backgrounds (variety), which display a spatial hierarchy and varied spatial connections (dependency). If an element has lots of figures and backgrounds and a number of spatial connections, that element becomes prominent in the view. Therefore, the subjects could easily select such elements from the streetscape view and identify many subfigures and backgrounds. To find the variety and the dependency available within a major visual element, taxonomic diagrams have been utilized. The taxonomic diagram of major visual elements, with a large number of subvisual elements and spatial connections, becomes large in both vertical and horizontal directions. Consequently, the taxonomic diagram drawn for major visual elements in highly urbanized streetscapes was extended up to six levels and wide with more than 10 branches. In contrast, the taxonomic diagram of the urbanization controlled streetscapes had few levels and fewer than five branches. Urbanization controlled streetscapes had fewer human activities, but other activities like home gardening, paddy cultivation, and parking lots largely could be seen. Figures 6 and 7 depict the taxonomic diagrams drawn for a major visual element of views of urbanization controlled and highly urbanized residential streetscape. Bold labels refer to the figures in the taxonomy.
By just looking at the taxonomic diagrams of urbanization controlled and medium and highly urbanized streetscapes, it is possible to get an idea of the variety and dependency of the visual elements that contribute to the variations in structural hierarchical visual complexity of the streetscapes.
But what is additionally required is a concrete method to measure the visual complexity objectively. To meet this requirement, taxonomic entropy was utilized. Taxonomic entropy gives a numerical value to the structural hierarchical visual complexity, based on the length and the width of the taxonomic diagram. When the taxonomic diagram has a large number of branches and levels, the taxonomic entropy becomes high and vice versa.
Taxonomic entropy is a new approach for landscape and urban planning. The present research is the first attempt to use taxonomic entropy in measuring the structural hierarchical visual complexity of streetscapes. Besides, utilizing taxonomic diagram is a novel approach to show the variety and the dependency of visual elements.
After identifying the subvisual elements of a major visual element in urbanization controlled and medium and highly urbanized perspective views, they were arranged in terms of their taxonomic diagrams. This is followed by calculation of the taxonomic entropy, separately for each taxonomic diagram. Consequently, for highly urbanized streetscapes, a maximum of five taxonomic diagrams were drawn and as many taxonomic entropy values obtained for each viewpoint. Accordingly, for one highly urbanized streetscape, 25 taxonomic diagrams were drawn for 5 viewpoints and 25 taxonomic entropy values obtained. The average of the 25 values was taken as the final taxonomic entropy for the whole street. Similar calculations were made for the forward and backward directions of the all streetscapes.
The forward and backward taxonomic entropy values, twenty for each streetscape type, thus obtained for the urbanization controlled and medium and highly urbanized streetscapes are shown in Figures 8 and 9 .
The taxonomic entropy is an indication of the structural hierarchical visual complexity of the streetscape. The forward taxonomic entropy ranged between 2.36 (lower entropy value) and 2.61 (upper entropy value) and mean value was 2.49 and the standard deviation was 0.08, for urbanization controlled streetscapes, it ranged between 2.59 and 2.82 and mean value was 2.72 and the standard deviation was 0.07, for medium urbanized streetscapes, and it ranged between and 2.79 and 2.98 and mean value was 2.89 and the standard deviation was 0.06, for highly urbanized streetscapes. Principally, the forward streetscape taxonomic entropy ranged between 2.3 and 2.6 for urbanization controlled streetscapes, 2.6 and 2.8 for medium urbanized streetscapes, and 2.8 and 3.0 for highly urbanized streetscapes.
According to the calculations, the backward taxonomic entropy values ranged between 2.36 and 2.62 and mean value was 2.48 and the standard deviation was 0.07, for urbanization controlled streetscapes, they ranged between 2.6 and 2.83 and mean value was 2.74 and the standard deviation was 0.07, for medium urbanized streetscapes, and they ranged between 2.75 and 2.97 and mean value was 2.87 and the standard deviation was 0.06, for highly urbanized streetscapes. Over all, the range of backward direction taxonomic entropy values is comparable with that of the forward direction entropy values.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9 , it can be seen that the ranges of forward and backward entropy values are comparable except for minor variations in some streetscapes in both directions. The entropy values displayed significant differences with the building density of the streetscapes.
To statistically test the differences of taxonomic entropy values for forward and backward directions and the different urbanization levels in the streetscapes, an ANOVA test was undertaken. The results of the ANOVA test are given in the Table 2 .
The results displayed that there is no significant difference in the taxonomic entropy values for forward and backward directions of the streetscapes. The value for building density is less than 0.05 (0.000); consequently, there is a significant difference of the taxonomic entropy based on the urbanization level of streetscapes.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the tested residential streetscapes of Saitama city display taxonomic entropy between 2.3 and 3.0 and there is no significant variation of the visual complexity in the forward and backward directions. However, the structural hierarchical visual complexity changes with the urbanization level near the street line. Figure 10 displays two perspective views with the lowest taxonomic entropy and the highest taxonomic entropy.
Urban planning area can be classified into urbanization area and the urbanization controlled area. The streetscapes in high building density areas can be considered as an urbanization area. Urbanization area associates with abundance of other visual elements like vegetation, boundaries of the properties, adornments on the buildings, and color variations. Therefore, more buildings involve more visual elements. Therefore, in urbanization areas the taxonomic entropy became high. The low density streetscapes in urbanization controlled area showed the lowest taxonomic entropy. These streetscapes are monotonous and they have very small amount of urban elements; therefore, the taxonomic entropy is low.
In general, from the tested streetscapes, the streetscapes in the urbanization areas displayed high taxonomic entropy values while the streetscapes in the urbanization controlled areas displayed lower taxonomic entropy values.
From the outcome of this research, it can be concluded that based on the availability of landscape features along the streetscapes, the taxonomic entropy differs. Higher urbanization means higher number of figures and backgrounds and their connections. Therefore, the structural hierarchical visual complexity of the streetscapes in the urbanization areas increases. Urbanization controlled areas have lower number of attractive figures and backgrounds and their connections; therefore, the structural hierarchical visual complexity becomes lower.
Conclusions
This research was undertaken to measure the structural hierarchical visual complexity of residential streetscapes. To achieve this objective, two approaches were used: (i) the figure and background classification of visual elements and (ii) taxonomic entropy analysis.
Figure and background classification technique was applied to find out the distinction and the connections among the visual elements of the streetscapes. The structural hierarchical visual complexity increases when the variety (distinction) and the dependency (connections) increase. Drawing taxonomic diagrams, to depict the identified distinctions and connections between the figures and backgrounds is another approach applied in this research. As the variety and the connections among the visual elements in the streetscape increase and looking at the taxonomic diagrams of the streetscape elements, a clear idea emerges about the streetscape structural hierarchical visual complexity. According to the calculations, 60 residential streetscapes located in the Saitama city, Japan, displayed taxonomic entropy between 2.3 and 3.0. These 60 residential streetscapes grouped into 20 streetscapes in highly urbanized areas, 20 streetscapes in medium urbanized areas, and 20 streetscapes in urbanization controlled areas based on the building density. Based on the urbanization level the taxonomic entropy differed. Consequently, the highly urbanized streetscapes obtained values between 2.8 and 3.0, medium urbanized streetscapes obtained 2.6 to 2.8 taxonomic entropy values, and the urbanization controlled residential streetscapes obtained values between 2.3 and 2.6.
Counting figures and backgrounds perceived by the observer is a difficult task. Visual perception varies from person to person; therefore, more observers and careful classification are needed for better classification of figures and backgrounds. This section was the most critical in this research and it consumed a lot of time. However, measurement of structural hierarchical visual complexity is more valuable than just structural visual complexity. Therefore, although the proposed method is time consuming, the result is worthwhile for the adaptation of this method in the future analysis.
Taxonomic entropy calculation primarily is based on the subjective analysis of figures and backgrounds. Therefore, the value may change based on the variation in human perception and based on the counting method of figures and backgrounds.
Taxonomic entropy represents the visual complexity level of streetscapes. It depends on the perceivable figures and backgrounds. Hence, this value is very useful for urban planners and architectural planners in designing streetscapes and building facades.
